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Let me know if this is an appropriate summary for me to give the kids next week of your project.  Also, let me 

know if there are any steps beyond those I have outlined at the end of this e-mail.  Thanks, 

cmb______________________________________HSCA NUMBERED FILES PROJECTAmong the materials the 

ARRB has reviewed in its work are what are called the "numbered files" of the House Select Committee on 

Assassinations (HSCA).  After two years of work, it appears that nearly all of these files have been reviewed 

and released by the ARRB.  However, there are 313 documents which apparently were not processed by the 

Board.  It appears from the Record Identifiaction Forms (RIF's) of these documents that they were referred by 

the National Archives, but their current status is unclear.  It is possible that many of these documents 

currently are open at NARA II (the Archives' facility in College Park, MD) but somehow escaped processing 

through our computer tracking system.  The best way to determine whether this explanation is accurate is to 

physically search for these documents in the stacks.  Two interns will take the shuttle to College Park each day, 

and will physically search through the stacks looking for these records.  You must note which douments are in 

the stacks and what their status is, as well as noting which, if any, documents are not in the stacks.  ARRB 

Senior Analyst for HSCA Material Brian Rosen will accompany and aid you in this effort.  It should take a day 

and a half to two days to 

complete.____________________________________________________________TO DO:1.  Call Steve and 

arrange for the students to have space to do this work.2.  Let Steve know we will need access to the files, in 

whatever order they are in. To:	Christopher Barger/ARRBcc:	 From:	Brian Rosen/ARRB   Date:	06/04/97 

10:56:06 AMSubject:	Possible Intern ProjectDavid recently created a view in the HSCA/Church database that 

identifies 313 records in the HSCA Numbered Files that apparently were not processed by the Board.  It 

appears from the RIF's of these documents that they were referred by NARA but their current status is 

unclear.  It is possible that many of these documents currently are open at NARA II but somehow escaped 

processing through our computer tracking system.  The best way to determine whether this explanation is 

accurate is to physically search for these documents in the stacks at NARA II.  I discussed this idea with David 

and he seemed to agree that it would be an excellent project for the kids.  Let me know what you think.  

Thanks. 
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